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Bunk beds are extremely practical and easy to see why. There are few other options as great for a small space as these cool bunk beds we're about to show you. They're space-efficient, and that's one of the things that matters most when dealing with a small floor plan, but they're also cheap and easy to make, which makes them perfect for DIY projects for those who love the
simple challenge. We've put together a bunk bed plan that we think you'll really enjoy. Viewing gallery To ensure the success of the project, you will need some solid bunk bed plans that you can use. Any mistake can take time, money and effort to carefully look at the instructions and follow them accurately. There are plans for jaycustomcreations which you can use if you like this
special design idea. These two bunk beds have a simple and rustic appearance. We're going to make them look charming. Viewing in the gallery Plans shared with cherishedhappiness are based on industrial-style bunk beds. The frame is made of wood, with simple and elegant lines, while the ladder, which gives access to the upper bed and railing, is made of metal pipes and
fittings. The combination fits the design very well, especially the beautiful shades of gray used throughout. View in gallery There are a lot of ways in which you can customize your handmade piece of furniture, and when it comes to toddler bunk beds it's also a fun process. A cute example can be seen aruggedrooster. On the top bed is this nice frame, which is like the top of a
house. Apart from that, we also like the minimalism of the whole design and the clarity and simplicity of the lines. View from the galleryA classic bunk bed designs have two identical bed frames, one parallel to the other. However, this is not the only option. For example, if you want to make bunk beds in the corner of the room, the perpendicular design can be more practical. To
better understand what we are trying to propose, look at the plans and the tutorial featured aprojectgirl. Viewing gallery The structural integrity and basic design of bunk beds is just as important as the appearance. There must be a balance between these elements, and we want to exemplary this with an ana-white project. The design shown here is quite simple and straight to the
point and what we like most about it is the choice of colors, especially the dark blue hue used throughout, and the way it combines crisp white bedding and red step stools. Viewing in the gallery Customization is key regardless of the project. When building a bunk bed from scratch, and even when making one makeover, there are plenty of things you can focus on in order to make
it more character and personalize that love. For example, the bunk bed plans shared with 4men1lady contain items such as practical built-in storage drawers and curtains for privacy. rustic or farmhouse style bunk beds don't have much to worry about in terms of finishes and actual design. A modern bunk bed, however, can be a little more demanding in this sense, but only if you
choose to do so. For example, you can play around with curves, different surfaces, textures or colors to create a design that is eye-pleasing and interesting, without it excelling too much. The bunk bed plans offer a pneumatic addict, such as the possibility. Viewing gallery Christlovesjulia's built-in bunk beds have a clean, simple and modern look, the designs and presentation will
show you exactly how to achieve this look. Framing the framework is the trickiest and most important part of the project. After that, you can be creative with the finishing touches. Stain or paint the tree and customize other elements as well. View from the galleryBunk beds are useful and fun not only for children, but also for adults. It is true that there are not many situations where
bunk beds can be and need to be replaced with regular beds, but I think there is at least one. Let's say you have a free room and decide to turn it into a guest bedroom or a home office with the possibility of welcoming overnight guests there. Desensating the floor space with a double bed is impractical, but there are bunk beds or Murphy beds. {found in diynetwork}. Look at the
galleryJust as the project featured in mikaelmonson photography suggests this is all the details. In fact, the thing we love most about these bunk beds is the rope and the wooden ladder. These cute sconces are beautiful too, and the bedding gives each bunk a lot of character. Bunk beds available on the marketNow DIY bunk bed designs style after products can be purchased. If
you'd like to go down that road, take a moment to think about your options. Viewing galleryThe kind of bunk bed is one of the best general models. The solid pine wood structure ensures a durable and durable design and all the right hardware creates a clean and elegant look. The 400 lb weight capacity per bed means that it's great for both kids and adults. The slide can be
removed and add a really fun touch to the design, especially for kids. The total footprint, including the slide 81,5'x 84,5'' x 50'', while the bed alone measures 81. 5X42. 5X 50 without accessories. Look in the galleryStorkcraft Caribou twin bunk bed is another solid option. It is made of rubber wood and has a simple, modern and versatile design. The natural properties of the wood
used make it space-saving, extra-strong and strong. In addition, this design offers the possibility to separate the bunk bed from two separate two beds. The four-step ladder gives you access to the upper bed without taking up much space. The upper part also has full-length guardrails for safety. This stylish bunk bed in four different colours white, grey, espresso brown and dark
blue. View from the galleryIf you prefer metal than wood there is a good good You're going to love this model. It is a two-over-full bunk bed with stylish and modern design. It features a metal frame that allows you to look slim, maintain reduced proportions, and at the same time make it extra strong, durable and strong. It's a suitable piece for every bedroom, whether it's a nursery or
a guest area. The upper bed has a guard rail and can be accessed from both sides with one of the two built-in ladders. It supports up to 200lbs, while the bottom bunk has a weight limit of 450 lbs. View from the galleryIt is a contemporary bunk bed with a very interesting design. Compared to many of the standard models, the frame connects the middle of the beds, leaving the ends
and corners floating and free of support rods. It creates a sense of space and gives the bed an easy look. The frame in this case is made of metal, which allows it to be extra durable and to provide the necessary support for the design. The gunmetal finish fits the modern style of the bed and adds versatility to the design. Both floors have a weight limit of 400 lbs. Viewing galleryThe
model is built around a very slim and light-looking design. The metal structure is strong and strong, but it seems very thin, allowing the beds to maintain an elegant and elegant look without bulky. The upper bunk is closed with full-length guardrails on all sides for greater safety and the rails do not impede the view in any way, maintaining a low profile. The reversible front ladder
provides access to the upper bed, which has a weight capacity of 165 pounds. By comparison, the lower bed has a limit of 200 lbs. Cherished Bliss Combine wood and metal to create this industrial style DIY bunk bed for cherished Bliss. Metal pipes are used for ladders and railings, so this is a quick project and one that looks very cool when done. This project includes a list of
tools, supply lists, cut-out lists, written instructions, diagrams, and color photos to help you take them. DIY Industrial Bunk Bed Plan Cherished Bliss remains 5 under 10. We've compiled a list of the plans for the 52 best bunk bed projects over the Internet. Scroll through the list and click View Plans to see the original blueprints. Bunk beds are a space-saving solution- great if you
have a lot of kids in your home or even save space in an adult guest room. There are different styles to choose from. There are three-story beds that sleep 3 children or adults, two as double bunk beds, curtained bunk beds for storage cubbies, loft-style beds for interior playgrounds, quadruple bunk beds to attach to bedroom walls, and themed bunk beds. Some fun themes for
princess, sea, mini-bus, and even a spooky treehouse. Whether you're an experienced woodworking or perusing hobbyist, check out the list below and see if you can strike any fancy. Often, builders inspiration from a sample before customized sleep solution using 3D modeling software like sketchup. Remember to measure twice and cut once. Reading hundreds of DIY blueprints,
builders recommend strongly researching and designing before buying lumber and embarking on construction. 52 Bunk Bed Plans 1. The Triple Bunk Bed Frame Design The three-story bed design provided by myoutdoorplans.com is a step-by-step do-it-yourself wood-working guide. If you're looking for a futon bunk bed for kids, this option is advertised as a cheap, high-quality
build using your choice of forest cedar, larch or pine. You will want to put your hands on some common wood working tools, including a hammer, a tape measure, a level, a framing space, a miter saw, a screwdriver, an abrasive machine, drills, as well as precautionary wood working safety materials such as cut-resistant gloves and glasses. The project guidelines detail how to
assemble the bed frames, fit the holder cleats, form support slats, combine it all together, attach the third bed, fit the rails of the third bed, add the ladder and how to apply stain or paint jackets. VIEW PLANS 2. Sketchup Basic Bunk Design This basic bunk bed 3dwarehouse.com comfortable. The builder says he used these designs to put together a net for his hunting camp hut
with two mattresses. VIEW PLANS 3. The Twin Over Double Build Another 3-D warehouse option is this double bunk bed. It may not look like much, but with three-dimensional wood-making plans you get a unique perspective on how to build this opportunity. VIEW PLANS Wayfair bunk beds If you don't have time to commit to the DIY project and just want to buy the finished
product- there's no shame in that! These bunk beds are a very intense endeavor and you don't want to build something flawed that poses a safety risk to your kids. Wayfair is a huge home and garden eCommerce store- they have a lot of beautiful bunk bed styles: 4. The John Deere Tractor Toddler Plan This fun John Deere tractor inspired futon bunk bed is designed for young
children. It is designed to accommodate a conventional-sized crib mattress. The furniture maker warns that children under the age of four should not be placed in the upper bed. Even equipped with a working headlight powered by batteries. The builder says you'll want to see the Kreg jig and that the hardest part of this build will be the intricate green and yellow decorative painting
that recalls the John Deere brand. VIEW PLANS 5. Curtained Build The Four Men One Lady website provides comprehensive instructions for a bunk bed designed for their two male children. While they were able to reach the design plans for the project they wanted to build it by eventually hiring a professional carpenter to perform to make sure it would be safe for the Children.
They were able to complete the decorative aspects of the construction themselves- the painting, the grinding, the sealing and other fun finishing finishing If you visit their website, you can observe the transformation - in front of the photo there are two beds separated by a small sofa chair. In the second, there is a much minimal and modernist appearance of a bunk, curtained bunk
bed with storage shelves, and a small nightly with a rotating arm. Moreover, it is a clean and minimalist-looking steel ladder. There's also a small storage aclove cut into the wall above the pillows where the kids sleep. VIEW PLANS 6. The Easy Diassembling Wood Design This bare bones wooden bunk bed is designed to be easily disassembled. This is the advantage if you are
moving homes forward in the near future and want to be able to pack and re-combine to another location. The builders have a comprehensive list of tools that includes circular saws, brad nail shooters, grinders, drills and other common wood working tools. The construction plans provide detailed guidance on construction of the end skis, foot pieces, trim pieces, ladder degrees,
ladder sides, and bed slats. It was advertised as a farmhouse-style furniture plan that costs between $50 and $100 for planned woodworking at an intermediate skill level. VIEW PLANS 7. Twin Over Full Simple Build Anna White provides educational plans for a twin above the full bunk bed. The woodworking furniture plans will guide you through the cut list of how to build the upper
bunks, how to build the lower bunks, how to combine them, and build a ladder for the whole thing. The ladder is twisted into the degrees using 2-inch screws and glue. It is advertised as a start-level project that can cost between $100 and $150. There are a couple of different design configurations here. Check out its website to see a white-painted version, an untreated wooden
version with a longer ladder, and a ladder that attaches to two bunk beds rather than extending out of the top most beds. VIEW PLANS 8. The Little Cottage Loft Design The style is a little different here- it's marketed as a small cottage loft bed. Moreover, it looks like a fun indoor playhouse with an open indoor element that includes wide farmhouse windows. While the spacious
lower area can be just a playhouse, you can also accommodate a bed and a functional bunk environment for two children. Like a twin bunk bed, the materials cost between $150 and $200, and it's labeled suitable for advanced woodworking. Some commenters wondered if she could house the storage steps and transform them into princess-themed concubines for girls. Another
commenter said the painting could not change it thoroughly. If you do this in dark green and brown, it will be a forest service cabin. If you create it with horizontally running log, it will be transformed into a groundbreaking log cabin. And in his imagination, with some fake stone-looking gray paint, the blocks help to resemble the sheriff's prison in the old West. VIEW PLANS 9. The
modern side street to build this bunk beds inspired, the builder says, are land of nod addison bunk beds. The tree-working project guidelines include comprehensive charts, a clipping list, a shopping list, and the tools you need to complete it. It was marketed as a Side Street bunk. The materials will run for between $50 and $100, and it's marketed as a starting-level woodworking
project. Commenters say this vintage style option is great if you want to save space and have an end ladder bunk. VIEW PLANS 10. The Low Loft Cabin Build This junior height camp loft bed stairs is an attractive option that includes an interior playing field that can easily accommodate a bed at its discretion. This is a great option if your bedroom is tiny. The builder says the
bedroom is 8 x 8. It saves space and allows your children to have more room to play. As the double-decker and staircase area provides height, now the kids feel comfortable looking out the window to see before they can't see out. You can also add a felt curtain to the bottom, interior playing field to provide a fun theatrical transition environment. This is a beginner level project that
is quite cheap and large for a nursery that lacks a lot of surface area. VIEW PLANS 11. The Sweet Pea Design This sweet pea bunk is a very decorative cottage-style option that is truly stunning. This meant a little girl and what makes her special is the incredible decorative detail that includes butterflies, a hanging bird house, window boxes, fun faux ferns and pink wavy roofs. The
furniture builder says his goal was to create something that was functional storage, beautiful charm and style, and provide his children with lasting memories. Some additional considerations- there are back panel shelves that make room for books or alarm clocks and space under the bed with three large storage boxes that sit on roller wheels. VIEW PLANS 12. The Stackable Kid's
Plan If you're looking for instructions on how to build a kid's bunk bed, check out this colorful, minimalist option. The builder has a thorough guide on how to build this fun child-sized futon option. Since the beds are not adult-sized, it saves a lot of space in children's bedrooms. Its advantage is that it can be easily disassembled and transformed into a sleeping option instead of
stacked bunk beds. VIEW PLANS Wayfair Bunk Beds 13. The Durable Stock Idea Buildsomething.com provides step-by-step project guidelines for creating this beautiful and simple bunk bed made from home center lumber. The instructions include project preparation, wood preparation, length of all components, assembly of legs, construction of mattress frame, construction of
profile head and railing, assembly of feet and headrests, assembly of railing and ladder, grinding and finishing techniques, and application of water-based polyurethane stain. In addition, there is a thorough which includes pocket-hole jig, jig, impact guide, articulated, gander saw, nail gun, router, grinder, table saw and thickness planer. VIEW PLANS 14. The construction grade
lumber plan the Canadian Home Workshop supplies project blueprints for building grade lumber bunks. The builder writes that because they were expecting a new child in their family, the two men had to put their children in the same room. Shopping around online simply couldn't find an option that you liked as well as the cost was prohibitive. The bed that ended up building is built
almost entirely 2 x 10 construction grade lumber. It is recommended that if you go to the lumber yard you will want to carefully select the 2 x 10 tree you will be using for legs, side rails, and panels. The instructions will guide you through how to choose and combine grain patterns, a planer mill with boards, how to rough cut the bull nose stripes, styles, rails, support boards, ladder
parts and support bands, how to laminate your feet, how to refine the safety rails and legs, and fit everything together. VIEW PACKAGES 15. Quadruple-bunk wall design This quadruple bunk bed is a unique option. This is really a couple of bunk beds that are assembled lengthwise. The corner house blog contains project guidelines. It is described as a double-decker wall and is a
way to effectively accommodate four of its five children. The project's guidelines include how to make a headrest, use a nail gun, sandwich the rails and spacers, effectively stack the beds and secure them safely. There are some finishing touches worth considering, including, like safety rails, shelved units, a connected homework desk, and curtains. VIEW PACKAGES 16. The
wall-attached ladder Build DIY Network is there to help you out if you want to create a custom-built bunk that attaches to the wall. These can be white twin bunk beds, metal ones, stair bunk bunk beds twin loft beds, solid wood bunk beds, or even full-size bunk beds with a desk. Their designs allow you to adapt and modify it to create the style that's right for where you live. These
are a useful video as well as a tool list that includes a prying bar, level, tape measure, hammer, cleats, pneumatic nailer, and chives. In addition, comprehensive step-by-step guides you through how to remove the motherboard, attach the cleats to the wall, attach the footrest, casting and headrest, install the side rails, add the mattresses and trundle, and then place the ladder.
VIEW PACKAGES 17. The Side-Fold Murphy Idea DIY Network offers this side fold Murphy bunk bed plan that saves space. This will help transform the spare guest room into a dynamic sleep solution for multiple guests. The folks over at DIY Network built a custom-sized, side-folding bunk bed with a strangely shaped nook, although they also say utilize a spare cabinet as well.
This special build is somewhat special, you will need to install the spring balance system, which will be installed along the outer frame of the inner head. VIEW PACKAGES 18. Shipping shipping Bunk beds with rope ladder plan The East Coast Creative blog is a project showing a free-floating bunk. This pirate-themed sleep option came because woodworking parents hated to
shell out so much money for unin inspired IKEA beds. In fact, I noted that the style can be modified a bit to work with sea-themed children's bedrooms, or anywhere really. They join the wall and anchored beautiful wicker rope, giving them the appearance of a float. They used pine boards and 2 x 8s-commenting on that because they didn't do any compound oblique cuts, it's pretty
easy to create. To ensure extra stability, they used massive structural strength (RSS) screws designed to hold high weight. Warn that it is important for a stud seeker to locate pins behind the wall to attach the bed frame. Some additional stylistic elements include bed lamps and pirate ship-style rope ladders. VIEW PLANS 19. The Disassembling Oak Design Furnitureplans.com
blueprint for a simple DIY children's bunk bed. It is advertised as a solid and durable wood option using a durable tenon joiner and robust mortise. A furniture project plan that comes with a material list, chartmed cut list, step-by-step instructions, and purchasing considerations. VIEW plans I love that stuff offers a comprehensive bunk bed tutorial for this three-story bunk plan. The
builder used SketchUp to design and had some initial criteria that included heavy durability, no exposed screws or nails, and easily purchased wooden dimensions, storage shelves and extra wriggle room for the mattress, making it easier to change the sheets. It was built from 2 x 8 and 2 x 12, although they were cut to 2 x 7 and 2 x 11 to secure square corners. Commenters had a
stern debate over the use of pocket full joints or mortise and tenon. VIEW PLANS Another double-decker plan is provided by Instructables. The builder says they were looking for a quick, cheap and simple option that would fit in a limited space. The wood caraf stresses that it is essential to measure twice and then cut once. This is especially true of this build, because it is specially
designed to fit a particularly narrow area of your home. After he built it, he realized that he could apply some felt glue so that the wooden bed boards wouldn't rattle against the wall when the kids were moving in bed. VIEW PACKAGES 22. With a castle themed bunk bed slide build with another Instructables build, it's especially fashionable. It is a kind of combined castle playhouse
and sleeping area that comes equipped with turrets, a slide, a staircase and an interior blue and pink playroom kitchen. The woodworker says that because her daughter was obsessed with princesses and castles, she motivated them as she got older to build something around the design theme. In fact, it took more than a year to complete- that's because says they only did it in
their free time and in addition to other projects they worked on. During the research phase, they carefully examined real castles online to discover architectural details that could be added to make them hyperrealistic. Some of the amazing details that are included in this build are a train-train themed storage compartment for children's games, a toy kitchen, a perisco, a climbing
wall, a hand lift, a white board, and even a secondary Murphy bed. The builder says that in the future this bunk will have electricity that when it opens the toy refrigerator the lights will go on. VIEW PACKAGES 23. The Cubbie Shef DIY set slide plan is another double-decker playhouse combo with this rustic and solid set that includes slide. Education plans are a bit tight here, but in
the comment section there is a vigorous discussion about other builders who have figured out how to design and plan. VIEW PACKAGES 24. The Cool Pine Laddered Idea Is Another Instructables to build this lightweight and powerful bunk. It's made of construction-grade pine, and the wood caralash says all the cuts are 90°, so there's no incredibly complicated maneuvering to do
with your power tools. The architect says he used rustic pine grease wax to finish it. The bed frames were built first, and the overall width is determined by the length of the ladder degrees to build. During the grinding process, the wood carvings said he wanted to look more like an old man, so while everything was smooth, he still wanted to preserve the rough look. As for
mounting, all the frame pieces were connected by pocket hole screws and wood glue. Each leg of the bed is actually L-shaped and was created by fitting 2 x 4 to 2 x 6. VIEW PACKAGES 25. The Modular Pine Build is yet another Instructables option for this modular pine bunk bed that cunningly fits into the two bedroom doors. This is a space saving option for the back bed that
acts as a flat facing ladder with the upper sleeper to reach the upper level. The woodworker says that as the family grew, but the space remained the same, it became essential to discover space-saving solutions. When the builder wanted to buy, he found that many bunk beds on the market were quite expensive and did not look structurally healthy. This particular option is rock
solid and cheap-priced under $200. He describes it as modular because it can be assembled as a traditionally stacked option, with an L-shaped option as two separate beds on the floor, or even one where the bottom bed is only partially covered at the top. Having four children, they made two bedbeds. VIEW PACKAGES 26. A minimalist plywood blueprint This minimalist double-
decker built solid wood is designed for growing a family of two male children. Their parents thought they could create more playgrounds if they built a rooftop bed for the boys. Two two-size bed frames which can easily be easily So you can stack them over one another or place them side by side. The builder used 3/4 plywood and the total material cost is $103. Initially, the wood
industry tried to create the bed frame with only one plywood and was able to figure out how to create a 48 x 96 sheet of 3/4 plywood. He ended up going for the plate of oak plywood that he acquired from a Home Depot. He was careful to vet the outer shells and inner plies to make sure that neither were spread to chipping or full of cavities. He finished the project with 220 grit
sandpaper, applied some oil-based stains, several half-gloss varnish spray jackets, and then a few more sandings before the final application of paste wax. With a few modifications, you can transform it with a full bunk bed and add some entertainment accessories, such as a desk, a metal frame, or some storage compartments, to make it a queen bunk bed with a desk. VIEW
PACKAGES 27. The one-legged bunk bed ladder idea is another unique design for this one-legged bunk. The furniture builder was motivated to create because he wanted a cheap but powerful cabin themed option, but couldn't find one on a budget. It's made of generic lumber. It also features shears clinging to cans that are connected to the vertical using sunk screws. VIEW
PACKAGES 28. The Basic Pine Four Poster Build is another cheap and minimalist pine bunk option, it's a self-described inexperienced one woodworker. One of the first lessons I learned is that it is important to invest in high quality wood. Since he acquired the wood from Home Depot and ended up with construction-grade pine, he discovered that it was prone to bending and
cracking. It is also recommended to use a dust extractor to clean the air of dangerous particles at work. VIEW PACKAGES 29. Her princess castle plan this princess-style bunk was created for the woodworking daughter who had aged out of her crib and needed her first real bed. To get a sense of what they want to create, the builders do not have much of the initial sketches, it
comes with a variety of miniatures that are outlined in different styles of castles and palaces. Finally, they finished off a building that contained two towers connected by an arch, and each tower had ornate parapets and castellations. This builder actually bought a ready-made, used bunk in a local thrift store. This included a ladder, a frame, and two boxes of springs. This meant that
you only had to build the towers out of half an inch thick plywood. Once the structural elements are added together, they have added some decorative trim work to enhance the look and make it the appearance of depth. The white and pink paint accents give it a princess-style feel. The lower bed is curtained, giving it a fun, warm privacy. In another decorative accessory, the
builder used a hot glue gun to attach craft-store plastic jewelry to the VIEW PLANS 30. The Bus-Style Playhouse Blueprint This converted micro-bus is a completely unique option. Essentially, the builder created a Volkswagen-themed bed with an internal playground, which would also accommodate a mattress. The carpenter says it cost about $500 to build, which was cheaper
than other options he saw online. He created a sketch up file, it will be a handy resource if you decide to join the building of that project. Accents and painting are especially important. He writes about sanding the whole bus to prevent shards, applying wood filler to all the recessed screws and imaginatively selecting colors and stickers to decorate this huge car. VIEW PACKAGES
31. The Boy's Tree House Build The images here are somewhat spooky, it's a treehouse-inspired bunk illuminated by spooky green LED light. It's really a loft playground with a bed fitting right underneath, but the upper square can double as a futon bedroom when the kid has a guest over for the night. The builder converts a generic IKEA bed into an L-shaped bunk. It was made
for a rustic appearance, so it acquired untreated cypress from a local timber farm, which was 12 mm thick. The most creative and complex element of the furniture construction was the manufacture of a false wooden layer of polystyrene that were coated with leather paper clay. The layers were cut out with a hot wire cutter, with spray stuffed in many areas from an expanding foam.
It is reinforced with a broom handle and is screwed to a plywood base. In addition, he modified the rooms ceiling fan, replacing the blades with a leaf-themed, short enough to not reach the roof of the treehouse. On the finishing touch, he installed RGB LED stripes and glowworms over the bunk to enhance the effect and night lighting reading. VIEW PACKAGES 32. Triple Decker
Fun Design bunk beds are an excellent solution if you don't have enough room in the house. This bunk bed furniture design will help you turn your double bunk bed into triple too. The builder uses the layout of an Ikea bunk bed, replacing the 1x4 boards with 2x4 and 2 x6. The construction process is not complicated, so will the new triple bunk bed ready in no time. VIEW
PACKAGES 33. A Twin Set Staircase Plan Looking for a Kid's Bunk Bed Stairs? You can use this design to make a two-story bed to delight your kids. What's more, you can choose how many safety rails you want for the upper storey and how many steps you want on the stairs. But it is necessary to take into account how much free space there is - the bunk bed set is 81 long and
you will need about 24 on the stairs. VIEW PACKAGES 34. The Freestanding Triple Kid's Plan What's good about this three-story bed is that you can move it to another room easily because it's not bolted to the wall. Moreover, you can change the layout of the bed for a child's desires. Build Stunning free-standing bed, you will need a table saw, a router, a drill, and a power hand
grinder. It's a weekend project that can't be too complicated even for an inexperienced builder. VIEW PACKAGES 35. Blue &amp; Orange Loft Bed With Stairs Idea This cool rooftop bed for kids will be the perfect gift for a boy or a girl. The design features a staircase with four steps that lead to a loft bed, which is made of panel stock and pine boards. The plan contains detailed
instructions and a video that will help you during the construction process. What's more, the children turn the space under the bed into a toy nook. VIEW PACKAGES 36. A contemporary teenager bunk bed blueprint This free bunk bed plan will help you build a double bunk bed in no time. The design includes two bed frames with 2×4 cleats, five 1×4 slats with 1 1/4-inch screws
(two serve as the base of the ladder), and guard rails so the child doesn't tumble on the ground. Keep in mind that you'll need someone to help you close the ingredients. VIEW PACKAGES 37. A 2 x 4 Guest Bunk Bed Plan If you're wondering how to build a simple wooden bunk bed, then these plans are for you. You can make this double bunk bed with 2x4s, add safety rails at the



top and a ladder. The designs are also available in a PDF file, so you can have them at your fingertips during the construction process. VIEW PACKAGES 38. The DIY Pallet Sofa Blueprint This stunning sofa bunk bed will be perfect for unexpected guests or a daytime nap. Pdf design requires two pallet beds – a top and a bottom. For the upper bed, you'll need a 240 x 80 cm pallet
and a 180 x 80 cm pallet for the bottom, which has wheels, so you can roll in and out quickly. You can use the IKEA bedspread and pillowcase as a finishing touch. VIEW PACKAGES 39. The Mint Green Pine Full Bunk Bed Plan This cute mint green bunk bed is ideal if you want to make something awesome but simple for your little girl. The furniture builder recommends that you
use Ana White's plans to make beds as she provides a lot of step-by-step instructions. You can use pine as a building material if you are on a tight budget or in summer if you want something more expensive. VIEW PLANS 40. The DIY Staircase Loft Design This DIY loft bed design features a full-size bed at the bottom and a double bed at the top of a safety rail and staircase.
What's good about this furniture plan is that you can use the sides of the steps as shelves for storing books and stuffed animals. Moreover, you can pull out the bottom full-size bed if you accidentally lose something. VIEW PACKAGES 41. The custom triple frame bunk bed idea would you like to surprise your kids with a fantastic three-story bed? Then this unique triple bunk bed is
exactly what you need. And it's perfectly safe because it's attached to the wall and doesn't collapse. What's good about this bunk To paint the beadboards in different colors is a child's desires. However, the does not provide step-by-step instructions, so this design is suitable for experienced builders. VIEW PACKAGES 42. With Kenwood Twin Over Full Design if you don't want a
simple bunk bed for your kids, you can try this two full bunk bed design. The good thing is that you can unstack the two beds whenever you want to use them as each bed. But remember that you will need help to lift the upper bed onto the bottom one. The ladder to the upper bed and lower bed can be provided for extra security, but make sure the outer corners are skealed
according to the instructions given. VIEW PACKAGES 43. With a full-size low-lying loft blueprint thanks to the step-by-step instructions and detailed sketches, you can build this full-size dorm loft bed in no time. And it doesn't cost more than $150. If the size is not to your satisfaction, the furniture builder will make plans for a queen-sized loft bunk, two-size loft bunk, and a toddler-
sized bunk bed. You will need 3 screws to attach the ladder and degrees to make it truly functional. Remember that it is recommended to sleep for more than 6 hours (Restfaq.com). VIEW PACKAGES 44. The Twin Size Low Loft Bunk With Rollout Desk Build If you don't have much space in your house, a DIY loft bunk bed with a desk is handy. The design features a low loft bed
built with a closed end, a ladder, and a rolling DIY table top with a bookshelf. It may look a complex construction, but the designs are easy to follow and well written. VIEW PACKAGES 45. The Triple Stacked Children's Design sharing the bedroom can turn into a battle space between siblings. But this stacked bunk bed design allows you to efficiently utilize the space available by
creating your own bunk bed configuration. You can also tweak the design, and the beds are as great as you want. In addition, you can use a small closet under the second bunk bed. VIEW PACKAGES 46. The Lumberjack Laddered Plan If you are looking for custom bunk beds, then you should see this design. Here is a full-size dorm bed at the bottom and a ladder loft bunk bed
at the top. What's good about this design is that it allows you to create a reading corner for your kids. What's more, even though the beds look built-in, you can take them apart and take them with you if you decide to move. The builder recommends consulting with a professional contractor if you do not have prior wood-work experience. VIEW PACKAGES 47. The A Frame Fun
Bunk Bed Plan This house style bunk bed will be a nice addition to any kid's room. While it may seem like a complicated construction, it's easy to put together when you have both end panels ready. The builder recommends to advance sand on the wood and to take accurate measurements to avoid a defect. It is also a good idea for someone to keep the parts in place while
working. THE 48 View. The built-in contemporary design These built-in bunk beds are designed to help you build a large The mother jokingly writes that they had to resort to putting their children on top of each other to save space in their suburban home. He also says that instead of using a prefabricated plan, he researched Pinterest for inspiration in design. It was used by
microsoft publishers to create blueprints. This toddler bunk ended up getting installed inside a closet with white and green paint with some storage capacity beneath the lower bunk bed. VIEW PACKAGES 49. The Boys Modern Loft bed plan Woodworkersworkshop.com a wood-working plan for a bed the size of children. They guide you through how to build the ladder, the double-
decker ends, How to plan the whole thing to disassemble, so you can stack them or detach them at your discretion. Furthermore, since this product plan is designed to be scaled, you can build it to the size requirements of your nursery. VIEW PLANS 50. Arts and Crafts Oak Cabin Blueprint This art and craft style bunk bed was marketed as an elegant and slightly rustic project with
a plywood mattress support. The bed frames can accommodate a 39 x 75 double mattress, each 34.5 high. It's made from the whole m shed and oak. You have to pay for this PDF download as an alternative you can get by mail to you. VIEW PACKAGES 51. The Children's Oak Plan Another decorative option is this groove and panel build that includes ornate arches. It is designed
for two mattresses, but you can always modify it if you have queen or king-size mattresses. VIEW PACKAGES 52. The Triple-Decker White Wood Bunk Bed Plan This three-story bed plan will guide you through the assembly bed frames, how to attach the third bed, how to attach and fix the rails, adding ladder steps and finishing it with wooden putty and sandpaper. VIEW PLANS
Video Guide Conclusion This is our list! If you end up building one of these bunk beds, let us know in the comments section. I'll feature it in this post. Remember to always adapt these designs, scaling them of different sizes or decorating them in different ways. Try searching on Pinterest, for example, to get really amazing DIY inspiration. Inspiration.
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